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Who really protected
Gestapo butcher Barbie?
by Scott Thompson
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Resistance leader Jean Moulin.

to the concentration camps,and then released most of the SS
leaders, including convicted mass murderers awaiting
execution.
5) A usually reliable intelligence source reports,and Da
bringhaus has confirmed that Barbie worked with Gen. Julius
Klein,a former member of the OSS who was an adviser to
McCloy's occupation government. General Klein was also
associated at this time with Henry Kissinger. Other members
of the CIC Unit to which Kissinger belonged were: Fritz
Kraemer,the man who claims to have discovered both Kis
singer and Alexander Haig; and Helmut Sonnenfeldt,Kissin
ger's close friend who has held various major posts with\the
U.S. State Department.
6) A usually reliable intelligence source reports that files
exist which show Kissinger debriefed Klaus Barbie at some
time prior to Kissinger's return to the United States in spring
1947. Kissinger's CIC unit not only interrogated Nazis,but
recruited them for future Cold War operations through such
agencies as George Kennan's Policy and Planning Group and
Wisner's Office of Policy Coordination.
Kissinger's dirty little secret
Many experienced Washington observers tracing the ca
reer of Henry Kissinger,whose family fled the Nazis in 1938,
have been astounded by his meteoric success. As Kissinger
24
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himself admits,the real source of his power today lies in his
role as a British agent-of-influence for such figures as the
U.S. anglophile William Yandell Elliott, Sir Isaiah Berlin,
and British aristocrat Lord Alec Douglas-Home. But the
question almost never raised is why such figures noticed him.
As several sources now confirm,the answer to this ques
tion lies in Henry Kissinger's activities in Bavaria from 1945
to 1947 with Fritz Kraemer, General Klein, and Helmut
Sonnenfeldt, activities which placed him at the initation of
the dirtiest aspect of the Cold War,the wholesale recruitment
of members of Hitler's inner circle.
After the "Battle of the Bulge" in 1944, John Loftus
reports that it was Kissinger and Kraemer who were among
the first to interrogate officers of the paramilitary units trained
by SS Sturmbandfiihrer Otto "Scarface" Skorzeny,the man
Hitler called "my favorite commando." Later,Kissinger and
Kraemer were posted to the U.S. Army Intelligence base of
Oberarnmergau,where some of the principal operational files
of Skorzeny were maintained. A close connection to Skor
zeny made the career of many lesser intelligence officers.
After World War II, Skorzeny, by this time Schacht's son
in-law,set up an operation in Spain that employed former SS
and paramilitary people for covert activities ranging from
Egypt to Indonesia.
It was through Skorzeny that the leaders of the Henry
Kissinger-linked_P-2 Masonic Lodge were at first brought
together with elements of the French connection heroin route
into Ibero-America. Among the latter was August Ricord,
an early Gestapo friend of Klaus Barbie,who worked togeth
er in the 1960s and 1970s organizing paramilitary "enforce
ment" groups for the drug trade in Ibero-America.
The Skorzeny case was replicated several times over by
Kissinger's friends and associates. A well-informed Wash
ington source reports that Gen. Julius Klein obtained early
access to the party membership cards of the NSDAP (Nazi
Party). Several cards were pulled both to mask the recruit
ment of second-level Nazis and to exert effective blackmail
over others who might rise to positions of power in postwar
Germany. While working as an adviser to the occupation
authorities in Austria and Germany,Klein founded a "public
relations" firm that has exerted tremendous power over Ger
man politics down to the present,with Klein having trained
several leading political figures. Klein, who was briefly a
military adviser to Israel, was later to head the Jewish War
Veterans and to co-found the American Jewish League Against
Communism with Roy Cohn, the general counsel to Sen.
Joseph McCarthy.
Under the guidance of John J. McCloy, Kissinger and
Sonnenfeldt were deployed in 1946 on a secret mission to
locate the so-called Bamberg files-files safehoused by the
high command of Nazi intelligence around the city of Bam
berg. These files are reported to have included documents on
secret Nazi financial holdings worldwide, identification of
Nazi secret agents, and, most importantly, documents re
porting the location of secret liquid deposits of the Romanov
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Czars in world banks.
The Nazis had captured these files,as well as Romanov
assets,during their invasion of the Soviet Union. The Nazis
intended to employ these files after their victory, and, after
installing a puppet Czar in Russia,to legally claim massive
deposits in London and Rockefeller-connected banks for this
Czar. The files also reportedly showed how the banking sys
tem internal to the Soviet Union had carried over intact from
tzarist days. Reportedly,Kissinger and Sonnenfeldt did lo
cate the Bamberg files,which were of immense value to one
of Kissinger's later patrons,Nelson Rockefeller.
From cold warrior to
National Security Adviser
After his training at Harvard by William Yandell Elliott
and Sir Isaiah Berlin, two members of the Round Table
Movement that was the center of the conspiracy to bring
Hitler to power in the 1930s,Kissinger quickly obtained the
posts of adviser to the Operations Research Office,the Pen
tagon equivalent of Wisner's OPC, involved in the deploy
ment of Nazi-staffed guerrilla armies. He was also an adviser
to Nelson Rockefeller, named in 1954 Special Assistant to
the President for Cold War Strategy-a "supercoordinator"
over covert intelligence operations of the sort run by OPC
and the ORO. Sonnenfeldt by 1952 had obtained a post with
the sensitive Bureau of Research and Analysis,forerunner of
the Bureau of Intelligence and Research, which took over
liaison with Nazi and Eastern European emigre groups for
State when the OPC was collapsed into, the CIA in the same
year.
In 1969,when Kissinger was appointed National Security
Adviser to the President,his operations showed that he was
still actively linked to the Nazi International established after
World War II. As EIR has elsewhere documented, in 1969
Kissinger deployed his deputy,Alexander Haig,to re-estab
lish contact with the P-2 Masonic Lodge of former Mussolini
secret police officer Licio Gelli.
On Dec. 7, 1970 the first of several P-2 coups and assas
sination attempts was carried out by Prince Junio Valerio
Borghese,a leader of the fascist MSI and its terrorist Ordine
Nuovo adjunct. Borghese,who had been saved from hanging
for war crimes by members of Wisner and Dulles's SSU,
made contact with Licio Gelli and the P-2 through fascist
circles around Skorzeny in Madrid, where both Gelli and
Skorzeny were in exile. It was also members of the Nazi
International that Kissinger brought into play when he case
officered Track II of the 1973 Chilean coup that led to the
overthrow and murder of Salvador Allende.
Among the Nazis who played a prominent role in the
coup and the subsequent founding of the murderous secret
police (DINA) was Walter Rauff, a former member of the
killing units of SS (Einsatzgruppen) under the command at
one time of Skorzeny. Rauff became well acquainted with
Klaus Barbie as well during their mutual "exile" in Ibero
America.
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Dulles and the Nazis:
the real history
by Jeffrey Steinberg

The Belarus Secret
by John Loftus
Alfred A. Knopf
�ewYork, 1982
$13.95
On Feb. 9, 1945,the Chicago Tribune, the New York Daily
News, and the Washington Times-Herald all published with
prominent front-page headlines an article by Trib corre
spondent Walter Trohan exposing a draft Executive Order
for a postwar super spy agency. Authored by U.S. intelli
gence officials William "Wild Bill" Donovan and Allen
Dulles,the document proposed the creation of a mega-agen
cy coordinating all domestic and foreign intelligence and
covert operations directed principally against the Soviet
Union. The agency was to be in co-equal partnership with
the intelligence services of His Majesty and King of England.
According to sources inside the wartime Office of Stra
tegic Services,the actual author of the document was a Brit
ish intelligence officer,Sir William Stephenson,head of the
British Special Operations Executive (SOE). After reprinting
virtually the entirety of the Donovan-Dulles memorandum,
Trohan demanded "prompt congressional denunciation of the
adoption of Gestapo,Nazi secret police,and OGPU Russian
secret police methods in the United States."
According to sources close to the wartime intelligence
scene,Trohan was leaked a copy of the Top Secret document
by a patriotic senior grade military officer attached to the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. As the result of that leak-and a string
of similar actions over the next several year period--the
Dulles-Donovan scheme for a postwar Anglo-American in
ternational gestapo was formally defeated.
Even as Dulles and Donovan were composing their secret
draft,the strong,perhaps dominant sentiment within Amer
ica's military elite was that the Allied cause had been sabo
taged on countless occasions by our British "partners." The
American command in Western Europe perhaps best recalled
the British-orchestrated slaughter of a Canadian division at
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